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○Summary of FY18 1Q Results

- 1Q results indicate an increase in both sales and profits compared with 
the same period of the previous year.

- Orders : 102  billion¥, up 5.6% year on year. Exceeded 100 billion¥ for 
the first time in 3 years.

- Sales   : 88.9 billion¥, up 3.3% year on year. Firm results in 

the Control Segment.

- Operating income : 4.8 billion¥, up 88.1% year on year. Large increase 
partially due to temporary factors during the previous year.

- Profit attributable to owners of parent were 3.4 billion¥, up 0.1 billion¥
year on year. Profit before tax was similar to the previous year, partially 
due to extraordinary profits of 2.4 billion¥ recorded in the previous 
period.



○Quarterly Financial Results

- Quarterly Financial Results for orders, sales and operating income.

- Several major project orders that were expected in FY17 were 
postponed to FY18. Some of these orders were received this quarter, 
resulting in a large increase.

- Additionally, sales and operating income tend to be higher in Q2 and 
Q4. This trend is particularly strong in the Japanese Control Segment.



○Analysis of Operating Income

- Operating income was 4.8 billion¥, a large increase of 2.3 billion¥
from the same period of the previous year.

- There are two main reasons for this:

1. Due to an increase in sales, gross profit increased by 1.3 billion¥
year on year. 

2. The gross profit margin improved.

- The main reasons for the gross profit margin improvement were a 
recovery from a temporary deterioration in the Japanese Control 
Segment in the previous fiscal year and the growth of the service 
business.



○FY17 1Q/FY18 1Q Comparison for Orders, Sales, and Operating 
Income by Segment

- The Control Segment has made a firm start.

- Orders increased by 4 billion¥ year on year, sales increased by 3.2 
billion¥ year on year, and operating income greatly increased by 2.7 
billion¥ year on year.

- The increase in orders and sales can be partially attributed to strong 
product sales outside of Japan. In particular, sales in China remained 
strong from the previous period.

- The Measurement Segment remains largely unchanged from last 
year. Orders increased by 0.3 billion¥, sales decreased by 0.3 billion¥, 
and operating income increased by 0.1 billion¥ year on year.

- The Aviation and other segments continue to face severe market 
conditions. As a result, sales decreased by 0.3 billion¥ and operating 
income decreased by 0.5 billion¥ year on year.



○Trend of Global Sales

- From this fiscal year, we are changing from a region-based to a 
destination-based.

- Japan: Control Segment is firm. Measurement, Aviation and other 
segments are unchanged from the previous year. 

- Outside of Japan: Control Segment is in strong condition. Aviation 
and other segments are facing an uphill battle due to severe market 
conditions.



○Orders and Sales by Region in Control Segment

- From this fiscal year, we are changing to a destination-based.

- Asia will henceforth be divided into three areas:

①. Southeast and East Asia. ②. China. ③. India.

- Sales and orders are growing in China, particularly in the chemical 
industry.

- In India, the downstream business is to firm and orders are 
increasing.

- In the Middle East and Africa, orders are increasing due to receiving 
some large projects which postponed from FY17 to FY18.



○Ratio of Orders and Sales by Industry in Control Segment

- Upstream orders and sales are increasing year on year.

Orders are up in the Middle East, and sales are increasing in the 
Middle East, Russia, and other regions.
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○Current Situation 

- There are no significant changes from what we discussed in May.

- Market conditions: We anticipate continued customer’s OPEX 
investments. Some customers have also showed signs of resuming 
CAPEX investments.

- Region: Product sales are strong in China, and market conditions 
remain strong in Japan. We also see opportunities for project orders in 
North America, the Middle East, and Russia.

- Industry: We expect that gas demands will increase in the mid- to 
long-term.

- In particular, we anticipate increased market demand for the eco-
friendly LNG.

- We anticipate several promising projects in regions such as North 
America and Russia.

- There are concerns about market deterioration due to the trade 
friction between the United States and China. The situation is unclear.



○FY18 Forecast 

- We seem to be off to a good start in the first quarter, but due to 
risks such as the trade friction between the United States and China, 
some future factors remain uncertain, so there are no changes.
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○Factors Accounting for Increase/Decrease in FY18 Operating 
Income

- Effect of KBC acquisition and changes in accounting was divided.



○FY18 Forecast for Orders, Sales, and Operating Income by Segment 

- No corrections at this point in time.




















